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MANAGEMENT MESSAGE

Ready for the Leap

T

he last few months have been
very exciting for Escorts. The
industry in all the three segments
that we operate in grew on the
back of normal monsoon, thriving rural
sentiment and government spending in
Infrastructure & Railways. The up cycle in
domestic tractor industry is expected to
continue for a couple of years. The private
investment cycle hasn’t yet picked up
full swing so the up cycle in domestic
construction equipment industry is
expected to continue for at least 4 to 5
years. The increased pace of investment in
Indian Railways is expected to continue for
long and Metro is becoming the mainstay
for urban transport.
Escorts Agri Machinery reported strong
numbers, registering a considerable
growth in tractor sales in the last three
months. Our construction and railway
businesses also reported good numbers,
hinting towards better times to come.
As Escorts readies to take the next leap,
we remain committed to building our
engineering capabilities and strengths for
newer products to expand businesses. We
are working on technology and solutions
that will help create highly-mechanized
and evolved farms of tomorrow. We are
developing new, large and smaller tractors

that will not only help us expand our
range, but also give our customers a wider
array of offerings to choose from.
We are not engaged in merely addressing
customer needs of the day. We have created
one of the most disruptive innovation cells
in our Research & Development Center
to design products and solutions that
graduate customers into a better tomorrow.
This future-facing Escorts is engaged in
active dialogue with some of the most
advanced autonomous technology centers,
electric mobility companies and global
disruptive technology centers with the
objective to partner their presence in
India and evolve our personality into a
sophisticated, precision technology-driven,
engineering company of the future.
We have also identified key markets for
exports and are in process of completing
our product portfolio from 12-110
HP, specifically for exports. As Escorts
organized its second International Day this
year, we have raised the bar on ‘Making in
India’ for world markets, which currently
includes 64 countries across continents.
On the occasion, we launched a global
range of 14 new tractors for the export
and domestic market, in the 22 HP to
90 HP range, under our flagship brands
Farmtrac and Powertrac.

Escorts will aggressively cater to farmer
demand worldwide and enable access to
same global technologies to the farmers
in India, too. We expect to export 12,000
tractors annually in next five years by
accelerating product launches, especially
directed at the international markets.
In the near future, we intend to introduce
Harvester, Implements and Planters
as a separate business to address the
requirements of a vast market of tractor
owners. We believe that spare parts could
be a large business opportunity capable
of contributing a sizeable portion to our
top line in the future. We are working
on initiatives that will bring our original
tractor parts closer to our customers
with the help of technology, within an
attractive turnaround time frame.
As we engage in creating disruptive
cutting-edge products and servicing
customers more effectively, we are
optimistic of consistently outperforming
and, in doing so, doubling profitability and
market share across our businesses over
the next three years.
Rajan Nanda
Chairman &
Managing Director

Nikhil Nanda
Managing Director
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Escorts unveils
NETS Series &
India’s First
Electric Tractor on
International Day
On the occasion of our 2nd International Day, Escorts launched a global range of
14 new tractors for the export and domestic market, in the 22 HP to 90 HP range,
under our flagship brands, Farmtrac and Powertrac. The day also marked the launch
of ESCLUSIVE – a platform for introducing innovative products and solutions that
Escorts has pledged to unveil every year.
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T

he newly-launched range includes the flagship
New Escorts Tractor Series (NETS) with higher
horse power tractors (70 to 90 HP), Compact
tractors in 22 to 30 HP range, Crossover tractors for
both paddy and haulage applications, tractors with
Cabin options for driving comfort, along with tier- 4
emission norms compliant CRDi engines, which
hitherto was limited to cars and naturallyaspirated machines that work good in slush.
A day before the International Day, the
ESCLUSIVE launch was witnessed by
media persons across Delhi-NCR. And
the next day, the launch was attended by 43
of our international partners who were specially invited
for the unveiling of these new tractors that herald the

“

As citizens of the world and a corporate stakeholder in the global
food security mission, Escorts has been committed to making
technological innovations and building smarter, affordable farm
machines that produce more food with less. As a trusted global
brand since last seven decades and more, we have brought the
best of the world to India and taken the country’s best to the
world. We have expanded the space for India-manufactured
agri-engineering products across the seas. This International Day,
once again, we have raised the bar on 'Making In India' for world
markets, which for Escorts currently includes 64 countries across
continents. Escorts will aggressively cater to farmer demand
worldwide and enable access to same global technologies to the
farmers in India, too. We expect to export 12,000 tractors annually
in next five years. Also, our new range of construction equipment
will ride the global track already charted by our tractors.
Rajan Nanda, Chairman & Managing Director, Escorts Limited

”

advent of Escorts into newer, yet diverse, global tractor categories
under Farmtrac and Powertrac brands. Additionally, a new range
of construction equipment catering to the booming demand in
the Infrastructure sector, was also launched. This includes Escorts’
Digmax II Backhoe Loaders and Hydra cranes in two models, one
with telematics-enabled 100 HP Perkins engines meeting EU IIIA/
BS III emission norms, and the other with fully indigenous 90 HP
Escorts engine. The company will create synergies with its agrimachinery business partners to market and service its new range
of construction equipment in the global markets.
As part of the
event, our
distributors were
also apprised of
our achievements
in the previous
years, the latest
developments in
the segment as well
as the setting up of
objectives for the
next year.
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We have established strong products and services footprint in markets
across the United States, Europe, Africa, Latin America, Middle East and
ASEAN countries. We are investing in creating regional hubs globally for
spare parts, so that our customers get uninterrupted after-sales services.
While expanding our market footprint and strengthening our foothold,
we always deliver on the Escorts’ promise of customer delight, as we
have stepped out on foreign turf for the long haul. Our Porsche-designed
Compact Tractors cater to the demand in the smaller horse power and utility
cum hobby segments, while the indigenously designed and developed
Euro Series and New Escorts Tractor Series (NETS), provide the higher horse
power machines in demand in Europe and the Americas. For the ASEAN
market, we have custom- created a crossover tractor that will cater to both
paddy and haulage applications. Our new naturally-aspirated engines are
meant for efficient operations even in the slush. One of the new launches
includes a tractor tailored for potato farming in Africa. Escorts today offers
farm solutions for farmer demand across all price points and technology
applications, globally.

”

Nikhil Nanda, Managing Director, Escorts Limited

Escorts is today ‘future-ready’ to revolutionize
agriculture and to empower the lives of the
farmers worldwide. To commemorate the power of
technology and innovation in today’s time, we are
all committed to our mission of constantly raising
the bar of our performance and achievements.
Strengthening our international portfolio with
new-age, powerful agri and construction
machinery, and custom-designed for
unique applications, Escorts is all
set for many more market wins,
globally. n

Highlights of International Day
Unveiling of new product and
technologies developed by
Escorts Agri Machinery

Discussion on input on
product strategies

Suggestions on initiatives to
increase global presence
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Working on long-term
business strategies

Feedback on systems and
processes

Suggestions on
improvement areas in
Escorts Agri Machinery
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Farmtrac introduces Revolutionary
F20 Technology
Fuel consumption is one of the biggest pain areas for farmers across India. With marginal land holdings
and inefficient irrigation systems, it becomes imperative that a farmer's workhorse – the tractor – gives
more than it takes. However, in India, this has been a difficult condition to master.

M

arket studies and surveys have repeatedly shown that, on
an average, an Indian farmer/tractor owner runs his tractor
80-85% time on ideal load conditions, which include:

•
•
•
•

Tractor usage with empty trailer
Tractor running idle at the time of field to home and home to field
Tractor usage on less load applications on the field
Tractor usage with small implements/one step-down
implements as compared to tractor HP

Reports say that the tractor’s full power is utilized only about 15%
of the time in a day. On full load, it is acceptable that the machine
consumes fuel according to load. But, most Indian farmers end
up consuming the same amount of fuel even when the tractor
is running on ideal load conditions. And this has been a major
challenge for all players in the tractor industry.

more. With the launch of our new F20 technology, we have again
solved a big problem of the Indian farmers.
The Farmtrac F20 is India’s first double HP tractor, which offers
full power on full load and bigger savings on ideal load. This
technology not only enables farmers to save up to 20% of fuel, but
also improves the life of their machine by optimizing load handling.
The F20 technology, fitted as an additional feature on the
tractor, enables it to shift from one HP to another automatically
by operating one hand lever. In doing so, Farmtrac has not
compromised on the existing features of the tractor, thereby
making our owners feel even prouder of their machine. n

Escorts Agri Machinery has been a pioneer in introducing
revolutionary technologies in the industry, enabling farmers to
drive safely and comfortably, while earning more and saving
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DEALERS HALL OF FAME

This feature is our small way of saying “THANK YOU” to dealers who are doing some exceptional
work for Escorts. Through this platform, we intend to recognize their passion and commitment to
take us closer to our customers.

Divya Tara Enterprises,
Bhairahawa (Nepal)

Bharathi Automotives,
Ongole (Andhra Pradesh)

Escorts Agri Machinery Star Dealer

Escorts Agri Machinery Star Dealer

D

O

ivya Tara Enterprises, an
addition to the Escorts
dealership team since
2014, has been an influential
force in our growth over the last
three years. A market leader in
the Lumbini zone, the dealership
captured 28% share of market in
the region, taking our products
into newer terrains and creating
newer opportunities for the
business. Divya Tara has also been
a key mover in the exports segment of our tractors business.
Headed by Mr. Ram Thapa, one of the most respected
businessmen in Nepal, Divya Tara Enterprises owns fast-growing
businesses in automobiles, hotels, sugar-mills, and rice mills of
Nepal. The group has a talented sales team that takes care of six
of its tractor dealerships in the territory. They also have wellequipped offices with quality infrastructure in Lumbini and Rapti
zone and strategic locations in Nepal, exclusively for Escorts.
Divya Tara is a highly respected dealer partner because of their
aspirational growth plans and commitment to the business. For
the future, they have plans to take lead on the Rapti and Gandaki
zones for increasing our tractors sales. n

ne of the newest partners
of Escorts Agri Machinery,
Bharathi Automotives has
demonstrated tremendous zeal
since joining our team in August
2016. The dealership has achieved
the feat of delivering 175 tractors
in the first 12 months of their
operation.
Headed by Mr. K. Praveen Kumar,
a highly passionate, young
entrepreneur, the dealership has an energetic sales team that
managed to deliver 101 tractors between April and August 2017 –
the highest numbers posted in the region. Always eager to engage
and learn from people, Mr. Kumar hails from the farming community
and is hence well-equipped to deal with customers’ queries and help
them make the right choices. Being financially sound has helped him
generate Rs. 1.5 crore fund induction through SBI Channel Finance,
other than his own investment of over Rs. 1 crore in the business.
The dealership has used its funds effectively by building an impressive
full-fledged showroom, workshop and hiring quality manpower. They
have aggressive plans for the future and intend to become the No. 1
dealer in the region by next year. Not just that, they also have plans to
open new showrooms in other areas of the state and enter seeding
villages to establish presence of Brand Escorts. n

Shalimar Engineering, Jammu & Kashmir
Escorts Construction Equipment Star Dealer

S

halimar Engineering started
an ECE dealership in 2014
and has since been a force to
reckon with for the business. In no
time, the dealership has become
No. 1 in crane and compactor
segments and No. 2 in backhoe
loader in the region. Not just sales,
the dealership has also worked
on enhancing service quality and
spares availability year on year,
thereby enriching our customer’s
experiences. It is for these efforts that Shalimar Engineering was
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awarded the “Best Upcoming Dealer Award (2015-16)” from
Mr. S. Sridhar, then CEO of Escorts Construction Equipment.
Impressive infrastructure facilities and a highly skilled work force
make Shalimar a special partner for Escorts. More than numbers,
it’s the passion of the dealer, Mr. Haleem Bhat, and his team
towards the industry and Escorts in particular which has translated
in Escorts being a success story in J&K. Because of the dealership’s
dedication and efforts, Brand Escorts has grown leaps and bounds
in the region and commands the respect of customers today.
Shalimar has grand plans to take its sales numbers to newer
heights and conquer uncharted terrains to grow their business. n
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Chairman & Managing Director Dealers’ Club Meet

T

he third and last conference of FY 2016-17 of the coveted
Chairman and MD Top 50 Dealers Club was recently held
at Phuket, Thailand. The theme for the first conference was
‘Aspirations’, and of the second one was ‘Kyun Nahin’. This time it
was aptly themed as ‘LEAP – We Mean Transformation’ to signify
our latest business transformation initiative.
The top 50 Escorts dealer VIPs from across the country found their
place in this prestigious conference. And from amongst them,
the Top 11 secured their place in the elite Chairman Club. All club
dealers were joined in the event by their spouses.
The conference was personally led by Escorts Managing Director,
Mr. Nikhil Nanda, who took an entire day to interact with the Club
Dealers, sharing his vision of transforming Escorts into one of the
most dynamic, vibrant and leading companies in the engineering
industry. Mr. Nanda also handed over the prestigious Chairman
and Managing Director Special Trophies to the Club Dealers.
The conference was designed for the dealers themselves. As
these dealers are amongst the best, not only for Escorts but
the entire tractor industry, the idea was to explore the next
LEAP for dealers’ own businesses. For this purpose, Escorts
assembled five very prominent speakers, who, through their own
unique accomplishments, have created ‘Gold Standards’ in their
respective fields. The best part was that the speakers’ area of
specialization was very closely related to the lives and professions
of the Club Dealers.
The speakers who shared their success stories at the conference
and inspired Club Dealers for the next LEAP were:
•
•

•

•

Mr. Sanjay Passi, MD & CEO of Pasco Motors, one of the
country’s largest dealers of Tata Motors and Maruti Suzuki
Mr. Vinay Pant, VP – Marketing of Maruti Suzuki and NEXA,
who has brought a revolution in Customer Experience in the
automotive industry
Mr. S Sridhar, currently Advisor to Escorts, ex-President at Bajaj
Motors, and ex-Senior Leader at TVS and Mahindra, who is
also an expert in Bing-Fa – the war techniques for winning in
business
Mr. R Madhavan, an eminent IIT graduate-turned-full-time
farmer, who has brought revolutionary changes in the
farming sector; Ex-President Dr. Abdul Kalam said this after

•

visiting Mr. Madhavan’s
farm - “India needs one
million Madhavans”
Mr. MVS Prasad,
currently owner of
Prashaste, a unique
consulting firm in the
field of development
and performance
enhancement of
automotive dealerships, and ex-CFO/CEO of Tata Concorde,
Tata-run and owned dealerships

At end of the conference, various Club Dealers had closely-held
sessions with one of their chosen speakers. Post this session, they
committed to redefine their own businesses and create a ‘Gold
Standard’ in their own dealerships in one of the chosen areas.
The conference was followed by the Gala Awards Night where
various trophies and special category awards were presented
to all the winning dealers. The cultural Thai shows added to the
sparkle of the event. The spouses took active part in the whole
conference, showcasing their immense talent through a wellchoreographed ‘Thai Dance’, and through the very exclusive
EscoDiva – a special ramp walk designed only for CMD Club
dealers and their spouses.
Alongside the conference, dealers and their spouses took time
out for some fun and entertainment, by visiting the famous Phi
Phi Island and the very popular Grand Fantasea Show.
The conference provided an enriching and overwhelming
experience for our eminent dealers. n
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Parichay – An initiation into Customer Centricity

I

n order to renew the organizational commitment to Customer
Centricity – one of our strategic values, we initiated our
Employee Orientation Program, “Parichay” for all the existing
employees and new joiners in the organization. More than
300 employees have already been covered under the program
and the target is to cover each and every employee in the
organization by the end of this year.
The objective of this program is to orient employees with our
products, business, our internal processes from manufacturing
to delivery, and more. Not only that, employees also get a firsthand experience of the life of a DSE (Dealership Sales Executive),
who is one of the most crucial links in our front end team. The
course content – comprising both theory and practical – aims
to create empathy in the minds of the participants, so that they
are able to relate to the pains and challenges of our customers.
In doing so, we are egging them to develop products, solutions
and services with the customer at the pivot. Ultimately, this
program should lead to enhanced productivity and newer
opportunities for business growth. n

Shubharambh – Starting the Day with Farmers
An Escorts Agri Machinery initiative to connect with customers – existing and prospects – the first thing
every morning, in an attempt to understand their choices and concerns.

I

am posted in Deori tehsil in Sagar District, working closely
with our dealership, Arya Sales. The initiative Shubharambh
conducted by our team seemed to be very effective in my case
as it helped me meet my hot enquiry Mr. Naresh Soni early in
the morning, along with his family members.
Even though I had visited Mr. Soni’s home several times, I never
got to meet him as he used to be busy during the day. However,
he was more than happy to welcome me early in the morning.
During the discussions, I realized that he was very passionate
towards a competition brand because his village had huge
number of tractors from the same brand. And most of his farmer
friends had suggested the same to him.
On the other hand, he had heard of some problems in our
tractor from a relative and hence was skeptical about us. I
managed to take him into confidence and assured to solve his
relative’s problem by sending a mechanic to his place. After
getting the problem resolved in a few days, I met a highly
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satisfied Mr. Soni and gave him a
detailed view of our new Euro Series of
tractors from the Powertrac brand.
The prospect was highly impressed
with Euro features such as European
look and feel, metallic paint, singlepiece bonnet, and more. I also gave
him a demo of Euro 45 along with a
competition tractor, after which he
was convinced that our tractor not just
had good mileage and high torque, but that it was also good for
cultivation and did not lift when in operation.
Finally, when he gave me the order, he specifically requested
me to ‘start the morning’ with delivery of his tractor. A truly
shubharambh for me! n
Durgesh Verma, Project Officer, Deori
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Escorts gets prestigious IRIS Certification

E

scorts Railway Equipment Division (RED) is proud to
announce that it has been IRIS certified by DNV GL recently
– becoming one of the very few Indian companies to be
honored with this prestigious certification.
The International Railway Industry Standard (IRIS) is an
internationally-recognized management system standard
specific to the railway industry. It is based on the ISO 9001
structure, but stipulates additional, railway-specific requirements
for business management systems. IRIS is an initiative by the
Association of European Railway Industries (UNIFE), aimed at
enhancing supranational competition by enabling any railway
component supplier to meet globally-recognized levels of
quality for its railway components. The objective of IRIS is to
develop and implement a global system for the evaluation
of companies supplying to the railway industry with uniform
language, assessment guidelines and mutual acceptance of
audits, which will create a high level of transparency throughout
the supply chain.
To become IRIS-certified, RED underwent an evaluation process
that included quality management, system development,
management system, documentation review, pre-audit, initial
assessment and clearance of non-conformances, all of which work
to identify corrective actions that eliminate non-conformance
to quality management standards. We also demonstrated more
clearly than before that processes in the organization are being
improved continuously, that potential risks are being countered
and that communication with stakeholders gets more emphasis.
The successful implementation of IRIS creates a win-win situation
for all stakeholders, whether they are equipment manufacturers,
system integrators, operators or business partners.

IRIS Benefits

Simplified
supplier evaluation
and approval
processes

RED's decision to become IRIS certified is a proactive one that
not only anticipates the demands of our customers, but also
demonstrates our commitment to providing quality products and
services to them. We will always strive to exceed our customers’
expectations. With our goals focused on the emphasis of quality
assurance and innovative production, we look forward to taking
the business to new heights. n

Saving of time
and money by
eliminating
individual supplier
qualifications

Improved product
quality

Web-based
availability of
the certification
information to current
and prospective
customers

Potential
to combine
certification with
ISO 9001
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Escorts MD part of PM
Modi’s Champions of Change

E

scorts Managing Director, Mr. Nikhil
Nanda, was invited to be part of the
“Champions of Change” initiative
launched by the Niti Aayog. As part
of this initiative, six groups of young
entrepreneurs made presentations
before Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra
Modi, on themes such as Soft Power;
Incredible India 2.0; Education and Skill
Development; Health and Nutrition;
Energizing a sustainable tomorrow; and
Digital India; New India by 2022.
Appreciating the new ideas and
innovations envisaged in the presentations

made by the entrepreneurs, the Prime
Minister said that in times past, social
initiatives had catered to the requirements
of people at large, and these movements
were spearheaded by eminent people
in society. The Prime Minister described
the "Champions of Change" initiative
as one effort to bring together diverse
strengths for the benefit of the nation and
society. He emphasized that New India

could only be built through the efforts of
crores of ordinary citizens. He invited the
entrepreneurs to join in this effort.
Several Union Ministers, Vice Chairman
of NITI Aayog, Mr. Arvind Panagariya,
and senior Union Government officers
were present on the occasion. The event
was facilitated by NITI Aayog CEO,
Mr. Amitabh Kant. n

Escorts bags CIA Infra Awards in two Categories

E

scorts has been honored with two
awards at the recently-held CIA World
Builders and Infra Awards in Mumbai.
We have been chosen as the “EMERGING
Company in Earthmoving Equipment” as
well as “BEST Company in Construction
Technology”.
For our product, the CT Smart 15 Mobile
Crane, we were adjudged the Best
Company in Construction Technology
(Medium Category). In Escorts’ long
journey of Pick-n-Carry Hydraulic Cranes,
starting with Hydra till the TRXs, there
have been several advancements and
value additions over the years. The newest
addition in the TRX Series is the Escorts CT
SMART 15 Crane.
Conceptualized with the idea to give you
more control over your material handling
needs for city use, the smart features of
CT Smart 15 represent the most advanced
crane technology in the market today. It is
the most compact crane in its class, with
8.5 meters length and a turning radius of
just 6 meters, same as that of an SUV.
Escorts engineering and manufacturing
expertise along with the attention to
detail is what sets the “one-stop shop”
CT Smart 15 apart from the competition.
With a rated capacity of 14 tons, not only
is it the only crane in its segment with full
capacity available at snatch block, it also
comes with a capability to reach a height
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of 17.3 meters with the lowest wheel base
of 3.5 meters – making it the shortest
in the safe category of pick and carry
segment of cranes.
The CT Smart 15 is truly a smart “Make in
India” solution which is our contribution
towards the smart city concept.
In the ‘Emerging Company in
Earthmoving Equipment’ Escorts won the
award for its newest backhoe loader – the
Jungli 4X4.
Jungli is the latest innovation from the
stable of Escorts. Given its best-in-class
specifications, it sure has a competitive
edge over players in the market. This 76HP
Backhoe Loader comes with a best-inclass body, a fuel-efficient, water-cooled
diesel engine, better ground reach and

dump height and a higher backhoe bucket
capacity. The turbo-charged engine with
an inline fuel pump and the 4WD drive is
what adds to the machine’s productivity
and better fuel efficiency, thereby
reducing its operation cost.
This latest machine has a heavy-duty
structure, fabricated out of high-tensile
steel, designed and developed for rough
terrains. The specially-designed bucket
made of special steel, with hard-faced
stiffner plates and hardox side-cutting
blade material for cutting into hard
surfaces, makes it just perfect for all rough
and tough jobs. The loader arm break-out
forces and higher bucket break-out forces
certainly gives it a competitive edge over
other existing backhoe loaders. The eyecatching battle combat colors just add to
the entire effect! n

Hearty congratulations to the entire Escorts Construction Equipment team!
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We need to
add these types
of inspirational
video content via
any medium so the
working people can
be motivated.
Very nice!
Loved it!

PalmLeaf –
Transforming the Way we Learn

T

he Learning and Development
team recently introduced
PalmLeaf – True Mobile Learning
Application for transforming the
way of learning at Escorts. Launched
in association with Comviva
Technologies, the global leaders of
smart mobility solutions, PalmLeaf
brings to our employees an enviable
collection of learning modules
pertaining to wide range of interests.
This application enables our people to
learn anytime, anywhere from various
learning mechanism like courseware,
book crux, videos, snippets and
games-led learning.
More than 500 users have
downloaded the application and
are reaping benefits from a variety
of learning modules. n

Employee Speak

I believe in the concept of video
learning and wish more people
do so, which in turn will help in
developing coherent and
fun-to-work office environment
in the company.
Bharat
Bhushan
Vakul Aggarwal

Great examples for middle
management group. Teaches us
how to handle peer level latent
conflicts, which do not surface at
top management level. Can add
more learning to our day-to-day
work.

SP Pandey

EscortStars – The Leadership Development Journey Continues

A

s part of our capability development
initiatives, the Learning &
Development team had initiated
EscortStars – the leadership development
program for high-potential Escortians.
As part of the journey, our EscortStars

underwent various learning interventions,
starting from 7QC Tools, Project
Management and Leadership Lab. The team
also participated in an executive education
program in General Management from IIM
Lucknow (Noida Campus).

All these interventions have aimed at
developing our leadership pipeline by
imparting modern-day skills and training
to our handpicked employees for their
overall growth. n
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Escorts sets new Blood Donation Record!

T

he medical team of Escorts recently
organized a blood donation week in
its various plants. The camps were
organized in association with Rotary
Blood Bank, Sector – 9, Faridabad, and
Rotary Blood Bank, Shahid Bhagat Singh
Charitable Trust, NIT, Faridabad. The
employees who donated blood were
given a certificate of appreciation and a
gift as a mark of honor.
In just four days, we were able to
collect a total of 1,005 units of blood,

thereby setting a new record for Escorts’
contribution to this cause. It is also
probably the maximum number of
blood units donated by any industrial
organization in Faridabad.
The camps were inaugurated by senior
management officials in all plants and
were organized under the guidance of
Dr. SR Ahuja (Head – Medical Services) in
association with the Employee Relations
teams of respective plants. Mr. NS Kumar
(Group Head – Employee Relations) and

Mr. BS Dagar (ER Head – Escorts Agri
Machinery) were present in all the camps
and encouraged employees to donate
their blood.
All the union representatives actively
participated in the camps and Mr. VS
Dagar (President – All Escorts Employees
Union) also donated blood in the camp
and encouraged employees to participate
in the donation drive. We are proud of
our employees for their overwhelming
contribution to this noble cause! n

Connect with MD Town Hall with Operations Team

O

ur new business transformation
initiative - LEAP - is serving two
purposes: growing the business
and profitability, as well as changing
the mindsets of employees towards
responsibility and success. As part of the
LEAP initiative, 25 employees from the
Operations Team recently interacted with
the Managing Director, Mr. Nikhil Nanda,
in a town hall.

During this session, employees got a
chance to voice their opinion and discuss
their feedback about the company. Not
just that, they also got to understand
the management’s aspirations and
expectations.
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In the town hall, discussions revolved
around the ideas that could make the
operations team function more efficiently
and create quality products in lesser time.

This dialogue between the management
and employees is fostering a culture of
transparency and open communication in
the organization. n
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Leap Idea Makers invited to Coffee with Nikhil

I

n the last few years, the platform
of Coffee with Nikhil has become
synonymous with pride and aspiration
for Escortians. All performers aspire to be
invited to this platform and recognized
for their good work.

This time, it was the turn of LEAP idea
makers to be part of the session. Six
Escortians met the Managing Director,
Mr. Nikhil Nanda for a chit-chat
session, some great coffee and loads
of discussions about the future of the

company! The ideas suggested by these
employees were also discussed in detail,
with the MD giving directions to teams
to work on certain critical improvement
areas. n

Engagement with Leadership Team and Spouses

E

scorts Chairman & Managing Director,
Mr. Rajan Nanda, and Managing
Director, Mr. Nikhil Nanda, recently
hosted a get-together with some of
the senior leadership executives of the
company and their spouses.

The purpose of this get-together was to
engage with the spouses of our leaders
and also find ways for them to connect
with the company and its purpose. The
spouses were very excited to be part of
the meeting and actively participated in
the discussion about future of Escorts and
how they could partake in the growth of
the organization. n
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KNOW YOUR LEADER

The column, 'Know Your Leader' gives Escortians an
opportunity to understand what makes our leaders
tick. It serves as a huge inspiration for all of us to
aspire to become leaders of the future.
In this issue, Mr. Shailendra Agrawal, Chief
Executive – Operations and R&D (EAM & ECE) and
Chief Transformation Officer, LEAP, talks about
Escorts, leadership and more.

Leadership & Escorts
From being an engineer, to serving in a variety of roles in
manufacturing, operations, R&D, you are today the Chief
Executive of two business divisions. Which function of the
business excites you the most and why?
I believe all functions are important and very relevant to the
business. For me, a function might not be exciting per se, but
what the function can achieve to contribute to overall business
goal really thrills me.
For example, in case of Research & Development, churning
out the company’s product strategy, working on products that
become game changers in the market, or pioneering innovation
in the industry are some aspects I find both challenging and
rewarding. Similarly, in manufacturing, achieving excellence
is exciting – can we turn our company into a world-class
organization (by receiving the TPM Special Award); does the
world benchmark us for efficiency, cost and quality are questions
that get me going!
You have been associated with the company for a long time.
How would you describe the journey of Escorts?
Escorts was among the Blue Chip companies for a long time and
we achieved great peaks. However, in the last 7-8 years, we have
really escalated our pace of change. Whether it is achieving cost
efficiency, creating end-to-end customer-centric solutions, or
taking big initiatives that encompass all major business processes,
from new product introduction to manufacturing excellence
to sales channel efficiency – I now see that the company is
continuously transforming.
The top leadership is ready to look for exponential growth and
profitability. This journey has started at the right time for us and
the first six months have shown that we can achieve what we set
out for.
Now that the tractor industry has bounced back and looks
well-set for the near future, what are the steps the company
is taking to capitalize on this windfall?
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The company intends to make the best out of this positive industry
sentiment by focusing its energies on the following areas:
•

•

•

•

Meeting Market Requirements: Through our TPM initiative,
we are enhancing our machining capacity from 80,000
tractors to 100,000 tractors using our existing facilities and
with minimal investment. Eventually, we aim to ramp up our
capacity to 150,000 tractors so that we can continue to create
world-class products and serve the market’s needs as required,
from within our manufacturing facilities in Faridabad.
Research & Development: The company has a clear-cut,
comprehensive roadmap of the products that it intends to
roll out by 2022. These products will not only be amongst the
best in terms of technology, they will also offer innovative
services and solutions to our customers.
Sales: As part of Project Leap, working on all aspects
of sales processes is something we are taking very
seriously. Complete digitisation of enquiry management
and conversion; dealer development through optimal
management of dealer productivity and efficiency; sales
teams’ development with the help of Escorts Academy; and
lastly, appropriate product pricing and positioning through
creation of separate channels for our star brands, Farmtrac
and Powertrac.
Lean Period Readiness: Even as the company is doing well
today, we cannot negate the fact that a lean period can hit us
any time. Apart from improving our present, it is imperative
that we take the right steps to be ready to handle downtimes.
We are working on building flexibility and achieve leanness
in our organizational processes so that we can continue to
maintain desired profitability levels even when chips are
down. A lean organization is a world-class organization that
is capable of ramping up quickly to catch up with changing
market scenarios. We are building capacities and capabilities
on the shopfloor to match demands as they evolve. We will
also ensure the hygiene and upkeep of our channel so that
they are able to fight lean times with gusto.
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KNOW YOUR LEADER

What, according to you, has been Escorts’ biggest
achievement in the recent past?
The decision to launch the future-looking, transformational
journey of Leap which aims to achieve exponential growth by
2020 is our biggest step in the last few months. We partnered
with the best international consultants to understand global
benchmarks and set challenging targets for various critical
functions of the business. And, we did not just fix targets; we
also ensured complete alignment of people (across functions)
to rally towards a common goal – regaining our market position,
solidifying our brand and doubling profitability.
Which areas of operations management do you find most
challenging?
Definitely, change management! In fact, not just operations,
change management is the most complex task in any business
process. Changing workmen’s mindset is easy, as they tend to
envision their entire life and future with the company. Changing
top management is also not difficult, as they are the people
with highest stakes in the company’s growth. However, aligning
the middle management with company’s vision is the most
challenging task. Making them believe that organizational goals
are achievable is an ongoing change management process.
What qualities are we looking for in the future engineer of
Escorts?
The future engineer of Escorts will not just be a designer working
on a drawing board or computer. He will be an innovative
thinker. He will be someone who is aware of the world around
him; someone who knows global trends and benchmarks as well
as what other companies have achieved through technology
and innovation. When he works on a product, he thinks
across functions to understand cost, functionality, application,
production and all other aspects involved in putting a product
in the market. He has to have complete visibility and futuristic
approach in understanding the product – from design to delivery.
The future Escorts will demand a more robust mind-set, rather
than the usual expertise on paper.
What is that one characteristic that you believe every leader
should possess?
According to me, a successful leader is someone who possesses
the following qualities:
•
•

•
•

Ability to lead from the front by taking complete ownership of
a process and aligning his team to accept challenging targets.
Ability to always think about the next level’s tasks rather than
be bound by his own routine work. He is someone who helps
his superior free up their time and focus on bigger tasks. In
doing so, he is able to establish a certain level of trust and
respect within the team.
Ability to take a hands-on approach in executing projects
with precision and aiming for perfection, every single time.
Ability to develop one's next level. It is the job of every
leader to create leaders who can lead the change and build
the future that one has envisioned, because one alone
cannot do it.

Which Indian businessman classifies as an example of a
“great leader”?
It has to be Ratan Tata. Although he too has encountered failures,
he has always been a ‘thinking man’ – someone who had the

My Favourites
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Book: Any version of The Bhagavad Gita
Food: Mexican
Holiday Destination: Goa, USA
Gadget: Bluetooth in my Car
App: WhatsApp
Music: Latest Hindi songs, especially by Arijit Singh
and Atif Aslam
Movie: Pink
Actor/Actress: Akshay Kumar / Deepika Padukone
Sport: Badminton

courage to take transformational decisions, standing by his ethics
and values despite the consequences.
Who do you consider as your mentor?
I was highly fortunate to receive mentorship in various interesting
forms. During my stint at Lucas Manufacturing Systems (UK), I
led their BPR initiative with several cross-functional teams. It was
here that I learned all about change management and the impact
it can have on a business. When I worked with Hero, we were one
of the suppliers for global giant Bombardier. There, I learned all
about customer orientation and why quality will always be the
king. Even the slightest of supply issues gave us sleepless nights,
which eventually also helped get the best out of us.
At Escorts, I have been fortunate to work with reputed
international consultants like McKinsey and Accenture for
projects such as Pragati (ERP System launch with Oracle), Mission
Vijay (for sales acceleration), Shikhar (for cost optimization) and
Leap (for business transformation), among others. Each of these
projects has taught me something new about managing people
and processes.
If you were allowed to swap roles with someone in the
organization, whose role would you like to take up?
I am always aiming for the next level!
Your message for Escortians…
I am extremely pleased with the recent performance of the
company and would like to congratulate every Escortian for
his/her contribution. Even though there were certain external
factors that helped us, we did make a lot of progress internally
as well. Be it our processes, product innovation (with launch of
14 new tractors on International Day), sales focus (remarkable
volumes), cost optimization or efficiency improvement – our goal
of taking the company to the next level is becoming increasingly
believable and achievable.
Let us all align our mindsets towards the vision of becoming
one of the top engineering companies in India – a company
that is asset-light in its business operations and is focused on
transformational growth and profitability – and I am confident
there is nothing that can stop us.
In the end, I would like to quote one of my favourite lines,
“Believe you deserve it and the universe will serve it.”
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EMPLOYEE CONNECT

LEAP Experiential Workshop for Young Engineers

U

nder our business transformation
initiative, LEAP, we conducted
various motivational events for
employees. One of the highlights of
these events was the Fire Walk, which
was conducted for young engineers
from Escorts Agri Machinery and Escorts

Construction Equipment, as well as
employees from our Spare Parts Division.
In a separate initiative, to create a sense
of togetherness and an environment of
interdependencies, we organized a water
and amusement park event for the entire

R&D team. The objective of the event was
to build cross-functional collaboration and
team work required at all levels to achieve
our goals.
Overall, more than 150 employees have
been covered in these programs. n

Escortians attend special session on Inner Engineering

T

he Human Resources team initiated a special program on Inner Engineering for the top management of Escorts as a part of their
personal growth and wellbeing. This program would help them in having meaningful relationships at work, home, within the
society, and most importantly, with one’s own self. n

It was a very
peaceful and soulfreeing experience.
I felt very high on
energy after attending
the program.
– Nikhil Nanda
MD

It was wonderful and
an amazing program.
It has increased my
sense of responsibility,
social awareness and
awareness on food &
health aspects.
– Mukesh Jain
Logistics

The program was
excellent. It helped me
connect with my body
and make me understand
the relevance of its
maintenance, for which
I am responsible.
– Anil K C
Human Resources

It’s quite unique,
informative and interesting
program. My awareness about
my social responsibility has
increased; inner engineering
has happened. I came to know
about various food items and
their usefulness, understood
my ability to respond and the
importance of punctuality.

It’s all about
connecting to your inner
soul and total change in
perception how we see our
self and surroundings.
– Prateek Singhal
Investor Relations

I believe the
program has the
potential to change your
life because it is not just
absolutely blissful, but
also relieves you from
stress and gives you a
fresh, positive energy.
– Seema Fansal
MD Office

– Rajesh Bhatia
Operations
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CUSTOMER CONNECT

,LdkWVZ~l ds fy,
dqN 'kCn
vkt ds bl çfr}anrk ds nkSj esa] tks ,LdkWVZ~l us vius flrkjs
dks cqyan fd;k gS og dkfcys rkjhQ gS vkSj ljkguh; gSA
gj ,d {ks= esa ,LdkWVZ~l ifjokj vius gquj dks euok jgk
gS pkgs oks —f"k ls tqM+s ;a=@midj.k gks] daLVªD'ku] jsyos ds
midj.k gks ;k fQj v‚Vks baMLVªht ds ikVZ~l gks] gj ,d {ks=
esa Lons'kh rduhd ds lkFk vius vki dks LFkkfir dj jgs gS
vkSj Hkjksls dks iwjk dj ,LdkWVZ~l ifjokj ^uhyh Nrjh* ds uhps
viuh ia[kksa esa mM+ku Hkj jgk gSA ns'kh ,oe fons'kh rduhd dks
vkxs c<+kus ds fy, vki lHkh dks gkfnZd 'kqHkdkeuk,a vkSj fny
ls vfHkuanuA Hkxoku djsa vki blh rjg vkxs c<+rs tk, vkSj
fodkl ds bl nkSj esa ,LdkWVZ~l ifjokj vius fodkl ds v?;k;
;wgha fy[krk jgsA
VªSDVj&—f"k ds {ks= esa ,LdkWVZ~l ifjokj ds VªSDVjksa dk vge~
;ksxnku jgk gSa] vkSj le;&le; ij vkius bues cnyko dj]
ubZ rduhd dks le; ds lkFk fodflr dj fdlku dh t:jrksa
dks iwjk fd;k gS! ,LdkWVZ~l lhjht+ us Hkh vius le; esa csgrjhu
ifj.kke fn, vkSj fdlku us ,LdkWVZ~l ifjokj dks gkFkksa&gkFk
fy;k vkSj viuk fo'okl ,LdkWVZ~l ifjokj ij trk;kA ikojVªsd
lhjht+ Hkh dke;kch dks Nwrs gq, vkxs c<+h vkSj vius mR—"V
ifj.kke fn[kk, vkSj fdlku ds fy, fgrdkjh lkfcr gqbZA
QkeZVSªd lhjht+ & dk uke vkrs gh ,d 'kkunkj VªSDVj dh
Nfo fnekx esa cu tkrh gS] vius vki esa ;g vn~Hkqr VªSDVj
tks gj ,d fdlku dh pkgr vkSj ilan gSA QkeZVSªd lhjht+
gd+hdr esa gh ,LdkWVZ~l ifjokj dh dkcfy;r ,oe vFkd
ç;kl dks njlkrh gS vkSj ,LdkWVZ~l ds bl lQj dk xq.kxku
djrh gSA bldk uhyk jax ifjJe vkSj ges'kk xfroku jgus ds
fy, çsfjr djrk jgrk gSA ,Ld‚VZl dh ^uhyh Nrjh* ds vanj
cus gq, VªSDVj u dsoy ,Ld‚VZl cfYd Lons'kh rduhd vkSj
v[kaM Hkkjr dk Hkh çfrfuf/kRo djrs gSA vkt fons'kh fdlku
Hkh QkeZVªSd lhjht+ ds dk;y gS vkSj viuk Hkjkslk fn[kk jgs
gSA gj ,d fuos'kd] gj ,d ns'k ds m|ksxifr ,LdkWVZ~l ds
lkFk gkFk feykus dks ykfy;r gS] vkSj gekjs lkFk dke djus ds
fy, mRlqd gSA
losZ'k QksxkV
jksgrd
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tu & tu dk
lEeku fd;kA
fdlku us ftl ij vfHkeku fd;kA
fdlku dk xkSjo c<+k;k ftlusA
dY;k.k dk;Z dj eu eksg fy;k ftlusA
Hkkjro"kZ dh xksn esa fufeZrA
/kjrhiq= ¼fdlku½ dh lsok esa vfiZrA
Lons'kh gkFkks ls lq&l`ftrA
Lonsf'krk dh egd ftlesA
viuh ,d yydkj lsA
'k=q ¼dfBukbZ½ dks eY;k esV djA
flag dh Hkkafr gqadkj HkjA
c<+rk iFk ij fodk'k dh vksjA
jp fn;k ftlus bfrgklA
ns'k&fons'k esa ppsZ ftldsA
;gh rks gS viuk ,Ld‚VZ~l ifjokjA
losZ'k QksxkV
jksgrd

gekjs ;gka dqN gh nwjh ij ikojVsªd
VSªDVj fdlku yk;s gSaA dqN gh lky
esa ikojVsªd] QkeZVªsd VªSDVj] igkM+ksa esa
fn[kkbZ nsaxsA 'kkunkj o xtc ds VSªDVj
cus gSaA ,Ld‚VZ~l ds fdlku cgqr [kq'k
gSaA
fd'ku dqe;k
vYeksM+k

